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Abstract
Hardware specialization, in the form of accelerators that
provide custom datapath and control for specific algorithms
and applications, promises impressive performance and energy advantages compared to traditional architectures. Current research in accelerator analysis relies on RTL-based
synthesis flows to produce accurate timing, power, and area estimates. Such techniques not only require significant effort and
expertise but are also slow and tedious to use, making large
design space exploration infeasible. To overcome this problem,
we present Aladdin, a pre-RTL, power-performance accelerator modeling framework and demonstrate its application to
system-on-chip (SoC) simulation. Aladdin estimates performance, power, and area of accelerators within 0.9%, 4.9%,
and 6.6% with respect to RTL implementations. Integrated
with architecture-level core and memory hierarchy simulators,
Aladdin provides researchers an approach to model the power
and performance of accelerators in an SoC environment.

1. Introduction
As we near the end of Dennard scaling, traditional performance and power scaling benefits based on technology improvements no longer exist. At the same time, transistor density improvements continue; the result is the dark silicon problem in which chips now have more transistors than a system
can fully power at any point in time [18, 52]. To overcome
these challenges, hardware acceleration in the form of datapath and control circuitry customized to particular algorithms
or applications has surfaced as a promising approach, as it
delivers orders of magnitude performance and energy benefits
compared to general purpose solutions. Customized architectures composed of CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators are already
seen in mobile systems and are beginning to emerge in servers
and desktops.
The natural evolution of this trend will lead to a growing
volume and diversity of customized accelerators in future
systems (Figure 1), where a comprehensive assessment of
potential benefits and trade-offs across the entire system will
be critical for system designers. However, current customized
architectures only contain a handful of accelerators, as large
design space exploration is currently infeasible due to the
lack of a fast simulation infrastructure for accelerator-centric
systems.
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Figure 1: Future Heterogeneous Architecture.

Computer architects have long been developing and leveraging high-level power [8, 37] and performance [3, 7] simulation frameworks for general-purpose cores and GPUs [5, 36].
In contrast, current accelerator-related research primarily relies on creating RTL implementations, a tedious and timeconsuming process. It takes hours, if not days, to generate, simulate, and synthesize RTL to get the power and performance
of a single accelerator design, even with the help of high-level
synthesis (HLS) tools. Such a low-level, RTL infrastructure
cannot support architecture-level design space exploration that
sweeps parameters across traditional general-purpose cores,
accelerators, and shared resources such as cache hierarchies
and on-chip networks. Hence, there is a clear need for a
high-level design flow that abstracts RTL implementations
of accelerators to enable broad design space exploration of
next-generation customized architectures.
In this paper, we introduce Aladdin, a pre-RTL, powerperformance simulator designed to enable rapid design space
search of accelerator-centric systems. This framework takes
high-level language descriptions of algorithms as inputs, and
uses dynamic data dependence graphs (DDDG) as a representation of an accelerator without having to generate RTL.
Starting with an unconstrained program DDDG, which corresponds to an initial representation of accelerator hardware,
Aladdin applies optimizations as well as constraints to the
graph to create a realistic model of accelerator activity. We
rigorously validated Aladdin against RTL implementations of
accelerators from both handwritten Verilog and a commercial
HLS tool for a range of applications, including accelerators
in Memcached [38], HARP [55], NPU [19], and a commonly
used throughput-oriented benchmark suite, SHOC [17]. Our
results show that Aladdin can model performance within 0.9%,
power within 4.9%, and area within 6.6% compared to accelerator designs generated by traditional RTL flows. In addition,
Aladdin provides these estimates over 100× faster.
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Figure 2: GEMM design space w/ and w/o memory hierarchy.

Aladdin captures accelerator design trade-offs, enabling
new architectural research directions in heterogeneous systems composed of accelerators, general-purpose cores, and
the shared memory hierarchy seen in today’s mobile SoCs
and for future customized architectures; we demonstrate this
capability by integrating Aladdin with a full cache hierarchy
model and DRAMSim2 [46]. Such infrastructure allows users
to explore customized and shared memory hierarchies for accelerators in a heterogeneous environment. In a case study
with the GEMM benchmark, Aladdin uncovers significant,
high-level, design trade-offs by evaluating a broader design
space of the entire system. Such analysis results in more than
3× performance improvements compared to the conventional
approach of designing accelerators in isolation.

2. Background and Motivation
Hardware acceleration exists in many forms, such as analog
accelerators [6, 50], static [13, 19, 28, 38, 43, 52, 55] and
dynamic datapath accelerators [14, 25, 27], and programmable
accelerators, such as GPUs and DSPs. In this work, we focus
on static datapath accelerators. Here we discuss the design
flow, design space, and state-of-the-art research infrastructure
of datapath accelerators, all in order to illustrate the challenges
associated with current accelerator research and why a tool like
Aladdin opens up new research opportunities for architects.
2.1. Accelerator Design Flow
The current accelerator design flow requires multiple CAD
tools, which is inherently tedious and time-consuming. It
starts with a high-level description of an algorithm, then designers either manually implement the algorithm in RTL or
use HLS tools, such as Xilinx’s Vivado HLS [2], to compile
the high-level implementation (e.g., C/C++) to RTL. It takes
significant effort to write RTL manually, the quality of which
highly depends on designers’ expertise. Although HLS tools
offer opportunities to automatically generate the RTL imple-

mentation, extensively tuning C-code is still necessary to meet
design requirements. After generating RTL, designers must
use commercial CAD tools, such as Synopsys’s Design Compiler and Mentor Graphics’ ModelSim, to estimate power and
cycle counts.
In contrast, Aladdin takes unmodified, high-level language
descriptions of algorithms, to generate a DDDG representation
of accelerators, which accurately models the cycle-level power,
performance, and area of realistic accelerator designs. As a
pre-RTL simulator, Aladdin is orders of magnitude faster than
existing CAD flows.
2.2. Accelerator Design Space
Despite the application-specific nature of accelerators, the
accelerator design space is large given a range of architectureand circuit-level alternatives. Figure 2 illustrates a large powerperformance design space of accelerator design points for the
GEMM workload from the SHOC benchmark suite. The
square points were generated from a commercial HLS flow
sweeping datapath parameters, including loop-iteration parallelism, pipelining, array partitioning, and clock frequency.
However, HLS flows generally provision a fixed latency for
all memory accesses, implicitly assuming local scratchpad
memory fed by DMA controllers.
Such simple designs are not well suited for capturing data
locality or interactions with complex memory hierarchies. The
circle points in Figure 2 were generated by Aladdin integrated
with a full cache hierarchy model and DRAMSim2, sweeping
not only datapath parameters but also memory parameters.
By doing so, Aladdin exposes a rich design space that incorporates the realistic memory penalties in terms of time and
power, impractical with existing HLS tools alone. Section 5
further demonstrates the importance of accelerator datapath
and memory co-design using Aladdin.
2.3. State-of-the-art Accelerator Research Infrastructure
The ITRS predicts hundreds to thousands of customized accelerators by 2022 [1]. However, state-of-the-art accelerator
research projects still only contain a handful of accelerators
because of the cumbersome design flow that inhibits computer
architects from evaluating large accelerator-centric systems.
Table 1 categorizes accelerator-related research projects in the
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Figure 3: The Aladdin Framework Overview.

computer architecture community over the past 5 years based
on the means of implementation (handwritten RTL vs. HLS
tools) and the scope of possible design exploration.
We see that researchers have been able to propose novel
implementations of accelerators for a wide range of applications, either writing RTL directly or using HLS tools despite
the time-consuming process. With the help of the HLS flow,
we have begun to see studies evaluating design trade-offs in
accelerator datapaths, which is otherwise impractical using
handwritten RTL. However, as discussed in Section 2.2, HLS
tools cannot easily navigate large design spaces of customized
architectures. This inadequacy in infrastructure has confined
the exploratory scope of accelerator research.
2.4. Contributions
In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
1. We present Aladdin, a pre-RTL, power-performance simulator for fixed-function accelerators using dynamic data
dependence graphs (Section 3).
2. We perform rigorous validation of Aladdin against handwritten RTL implementations and a commercial HLS design flow. We show that Aladdin can model the behavior
of recently published accelerators [38, 55, 19] and typical
accelerator kernels [17] (Section 4).
3. We demonstrate a large design space exploration of customized architectures, enabled by Aladdin, identifies highlevel accelerator design trade-offs (Section 5).

3. The Aladdin Framework
3.1. Modeling Methodology
The foundation of the Aladdin infrastructure is the use of
dynamic data dependence graphs (DDDG) to represent accelerators. A DDDG is a directed, acyclic graph, where nodes
represent computation and edges represent dynamic data dependences between nodes. The dataflow nature of hardware
accelerators makes the DDDG a good candidate to model their
behavior. Figure 3 illustrates the overall structure of Aladdin,
starting from a C description of an algorithm and passing
through an optimization phase, described in Section 3.2, where
the DDDG is constructed and optimized to derive an idealized representation of the algorithm. The idealized DDDG
then passes to a realization phase, discussed in Section 3.3,
that restricts the DDDG by applying realistic program dependences and resource constraints. User-defined configurations
allow wide design space exploration of accelerator implementations. The outcome of these two phases is a pre-RTL,
power-performance model for accelerators.

Aladdin uses a DDDG to represent program behaviors so
that it can take arbitrary C code descriptions of an algorithm—
without any modifications—to expose algorithmic parallelism.
This fundamental feature allows users to rapidly investigate
different algorithms and accelerator implementations. Due to
its optimistic nature, dynamic analysis has been previously
deployed in parallelism research exploring the limits of ILP
[4, 22, 44, 53] and recent modeling frameworks for multicore
processors [24, 31]. These studies sought to quickly measure
the upper bound of performance achievable on an ideal parallel machine [33]. Our work has two main distinctions from
these efforts. First, previous efforts model traditional Von
Neumann machines where instructions are fetched, decoded,
and executed on a fixed, but programmable architecture. In
contrast, Aladdin models a vast palette of different accelerator
implementation alternatives for the DDDG; the optimization
phase incorporates typical hardware optimizations, such as
removing memory operations via customized storage inside
the datapath and reducing the bitwidth of functional units. The
second distinction is that Aladdin provides a realistic powerperformance model of accelerators across a range of design
alternatives during its realization phase, unlike previous work
that offered an upper-bound performance estimate.
In contrast to dynamic approaches, parallelizing compilers
and HLS tools use program dependence graphs (PDG) [15, 23]
that statically capture both control and data dependences [21,
26]. Static analysis is inherently conservative in its dependence analysis, because it is used for generating code and
hardware that works in all circumstances and is built without
run-time information. A classic example of this conservatism
is the enforcement of false dependences that restrict algorithmic parallelism. For instance, programmers often use pointers
to navigate arrays, and disambiguating these memory references is a challenge for HLS tools. Such situations frequently
lead to designs that are more sequential compared to what a
human RTL programmer would develop. Therefore, although
HLS tools offer the opportunity to automatically generate RTL,
designers still need to extensively tune their C code to expose
parallelism explicitly (Section 4). Thus, Aladdin is different
from HLS tools; Aladdin is simply a realistic, accurate representation of accelerators, whereas HLS is burdened with
generating actual, correct hardware.
This section describes details of the optimization phase (Section 3.2) and realization phase (Section 3.3) of Aladdin. We
then discuss how to integrate Aladdin with memory systems
(Section 3.4) and limitations of the approach (Section 3.5).
3.2. Optimization Phase
The optimization phase forms an idealized DDDG that only
represents the fundamental dependences of the algorithm. An
idealized DDDG for accelerators must satisfy three requirements: (a) only express necessary computation and memory
accesses, (b) only capture true read-after-write dependences,
and (c) remove unnecessary dependences in the context of cus-
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tomized accelerators. This section describes how Aladdin’s
optimization phase addresses these requirements.
3.2.1. Optimistic IR Aladdin builds the DDDG from a dynamic instruction trace, where the choice of the ISA significantly impacts the complexity and granularity of the nodes
in the graph. In fact, a trace using a machine-specific ISA
contains instructions that are not part of the program but produced due to the artifacts of the ISA [49], e.g., register spills.
To avoid such artifacts, Aladdin uses a high-level, machineindependent intermediate representation (IR) provided by the
ILDJIT compiler [10]. ILDJIT IR is optimistic because it allows an unlimited number of registers, eliminating additional
instructions generated due to stack overheads and register
spilling. The IR contains 80 opcodes ranging from simple
primitives, e.g., add and multiply, to complex operators, e.g.,
sine and square root, so that we can easily detect the functional units needed based on the program’s IR trace and model
them using pre-characterized hardware. We use a customized
interpreter for the ILDJIT IR to emit fully-optimized IR instructions in a trace file. The trace includes dynamic instruction information such as opcodes, register IDs, parameter data
types, and parameter data values. We also profile the dynamic
addresses of memory operations.
3.2.2. Initial DDDG Aladdin analyzes both register and memory dependences based on the IR trace. Only true read-afterwrite data dependences are respected in the initial DDDG construction. This DDDG is optimistic enough for the purpose
of ILP limit studies but is missing several characteristics of
hardware accelerators; the next section discusses how Aladdin
idealizes the DDDG further.
3.2.3. Idealized DDDG Hardware accelerators have considerable flexibility to customize datapaths for application-specific
features, which is not modeled in the initial DDDG. Such customization can change the attributes of the datapath, as in the
case of bitwidth reduction where functional units can be tuned
to the value range of the problem. Aladdin also removes operations that are not required for hardware implementations. For
example, to reduce memory bandwidth, small, frequently accessed arrays, such as filters, can be stored directly in registers
inside the datapath instead of in external memory. Cost models
are used to automatically perform all of these transformations.
We categorize our optimizations into node-level, loop-level,
and memory-level transformations to produce an idealized
DDDG representation.
Node-Level Optimization. In addition to bitwidth analysis,
we also model other node-level optimizations, such as strength
reduction and tree-height reduction, by changing the nodes’
attributes and performing standard graph transformations [29].
Loop-Level Optimization. The initial DDDG captures the
true dependences between successive iterations of the loop
index variables, which means each index variable can only be
incremented once per cycle. Such dependence constraints do
not apply to hardware accelerators or parallel processors since
it is entirely possible that they can initiate multiple iterations of

Parameters
Loop Rolling Factor
Clock Period (ns)
FU latency
Memory Ports

Example Range
[1::2::Trip count]
[1::2::16]
Single-Cycle, Pipelined
[1::2::64]

Table 2: Realization Phase User-Defined Parameters, i::j::k denotes a set of values from i to k by a stepping factor j.

a loop simultaneously [51]. Aladdin removes all dependences
between loop index variables, including basic and derived
induction variables, to expose loop parallelism.
Memory Optimization. The goal is to remove unnecessary
load/store operations. In addition to the memory-to-register
conversion example described above, Aladdin also performs
store-load forwarding inside the DDDG, which eliminates
load operations by buffering data in internal registers within
hardware accelerators. This is different from store-load forwarding in general-purpose CPUs, where the load operation
must still be executed [48].
Extensibility Hardware design is open-ended, and Aladdin
can be extended to incorporate other accelerator-specific optimizations, analogous to adding new microarchitectural structures to CPU simulators. We demonstrate this extensibility
by considering CAM hardware to optimize data matching. A
CAM is an example of a custom circuit structure that is often
used to accelerate hash tables in network routers and datatype
specific accelerators [56]. Unlike software, CAMs can automatically compare a key against all of the entries in one cycle.
On the other hand, large CAMs are power hungry, resulting
in an energy trade-off when hash tables reach a certain size.
Aladdin incorporates CAMs into its customization strategy by
automatically replacing software-managed hash tables with
CAM. Aladdin can detect a linear search for a key by looking for chained sequential memory look-ups and comparison.
Section 4.2.2 demonstrates an example with a Memcached
accelerator in which CAMs are used as a victim cache to a
regular hash table during hash conflicts [38].
3.3. Realization Phase
The realization phase uses program and resource parameters,
defined by users, to constrain the idealized DDDG generated
in the optimization phase.
3.3.1. Program-Constrained DDDG The idealized DDDG
optimistically assumes that hardware designers can eliminate
all control and false data dependences at design time. Aladdin’s realization phase models actual control and memory
dependences to create the program-constrained DDDG.
Control Dependence. The idealized DDDG does not include control dependences, assuming that branch outcomes
can be known in advance and operations can start before
branches are resolved, which is unrealistic even for hardware
accelerators. The costs and benefits of control flow speculation for accelerators have not been extensively studied yet,
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C code:
for (i = 0; i < N; ++i)
c[i] = a[i] + b[i];

Resource Constrained DDDG
0. i=0
2.ld b

+
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7.ld b

MEM
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3.+

8.+

+

+

4.st c
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MEM
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10.i++
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15.i++

11.ld a
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Resource Activity

5.i++

1.ld a

12.ld b

similar to the dynamic dependence profiling approach adopted
by parallelization efforts [24, 32].

IR Trace:
0. r0 = 0
1. r4 = load (r0 + r1) //load a[i]
2. r5 = load (r0 + r2) //load b[i]
3. r6 = r4 + r5
4. store(r0 + r3, r6) //store c[i]
5. r0 = r0 + 1
// ++i
6. r4 = load (r0 + r1) //load a[i]
7. r5 = load (r0 + r2) //load b[i]
8. r6 = r4 + r5
9. store(r0 + r3, r6) //store c[i]
10. r0 = r0 + 1
// ++i
...

16.ld a

17.ld b

13. +

18.+

14.st c

19.st c
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MEM

+
MEM
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+
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MEM
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Figure 4: C, IR, Resource Constrained DDDG, and Activity.

and one solution to minimize control dependences relies on
predicated execution to simultaneously execute both taken
and not taken paths until branch resolution [34]. While this
approach minimizes serialization, the cost of speculation is
very high—it requires hardware resources that grow exponentially with the number of outstanding branches. Aladdin
models control dependence by bringing code from the nottaken path into the program-constrained DDDG to account for
additional power and resources. Aladdin is flexible enough to
model the costs of different mechanisms for handling control
flow. For energy efficiency, Aladdin models one outstanding
branch at a time, serializing control dependences for multiple
simultaneous branches.
Memory Dependence. The idealized DDDG optimistically
removes all false memory dependences between dynamic instructions, keeping true read-after-write dependences. This
is realistic for memory accesses with addresses that can be
resolved at design time. However, some algorithms have inputdependent memory accesses, e.g., histogram, where different
inputs result in different dynamic dependences. Without runtime memory disambiguation support, designers have to make
conservative assumptions about memory dependences to ensure correctness. To model realistic memory dependences, the
realization phase includes memory ambiguation that constrains
the input-dependent memory accesses by adding dependences
between all dynamic instances of a load-store pair, as long as
a true memory dependence is observed for any pair. This is

3.3.2. Resource-Constrained DDDG Finally, Aladdin accounts for user-specified hardware resource constraints, a
subset of which are shown in Table 2. Users specify the
type and size of hardware resources in an input configuration
file. Aladdin then binds the program-constrained DDDG onto
the hardware resources, leading to the resource-constrained
DDDG. Aladdin can easily sweep resource parameters to explore the design space of an algorithm, which is fast because
only resource constraints need to be applied for each design
point. These resource parameters are set with respect to the
following three factors: loop rolling, loop pipelining, and
memory ports.
Loop Rolling. The optimization phase removes dependences between loop index variables, assuming completely
unrolled loops that execute all iterations in parallel. In reality,
for loops with large trip counts, this leads to large resource
requirements. Aladdin’s loop rolling factor re-rolls loops by
adding dependences between loop index variables.
Loop Pipelining. The DDDG representation fully pipelines
loop iterations by default, though sometimes pipelined implementation leads to high resource requirements as well as high
power consumption. Aladdin offers users the option to turn
off loop pipelining by adding dependences between the entry
and exit nodes of successive loop iterations.
Memory ports. The number of memory ports constrains
the data transfer rate between the accelerator datapath and
the closest memory hierarchy, generally either a scratchpad
memory or L1 cache. Aladdin uses this parameter to abstractly
model the number of memory requests the datapath can issue
concurrently, and Section 3.4 discusses how the memory ports
interface with memory simulators.
3.3.3. An Example Figure 4 illustrates different phases of
Aladdin transformations using a microbenchmark as an example. After the IR trace of the C code has been produced,
the optimization and realization phases generate the resourceconstrained DDDG that models accelerator behavior. In this
example, we assume the user wants an accelerator with a
factor-of-2 loop-iteration parallelism and without loop pipelining. The solid arrows in the DDDG are true data dependences,
and the dashed arrows represent resource constraints, such as
loop rolling and turning off loop pipelining. The horizontal
dashed lines represent clock cycle boundaries. The corresponding resource activities are shown to the right of the DDDG
example. We see that the DDDG reflects the dataflow nature
of the accelerator. Aladdin can accurately capture dynamic
behavior of accelerators without having to generate RTL by
carefully modeling the opportunities and constraints of the
customized datapath in the DDDG.
3.3.4. Power and Area Models We now describe the construction and application of Aladdin’s power and area models
to capture the resource requirements of accelerators.
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Cycle-Level Activity. Figure 5 shows the cycle-level resource activity for one implementation of the FFT benchmark.
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Figure 5: Cycle-by-Cycle FU and Memory Activity of FFT.

Power Model. To accurately model the power of accelerators, we need: (a) precise activities and (b) accurate power
characterization of different DDDG components. We uniquely
characterize switching, internal, and leakage power from Design Compiler for each type of DDDG node (multipliers,
adders, shifters, etc.) and registers. The characterization accounts for different timing requirements, bitwidths, and switching activity. Switching and internal power are due to capacitive
charging/discharging of output load and internal transistors
of the logic gates, respectively. While switching and internal
power are both dynamic, we found internal power weakly dependent on activity because internal nodes can switch without
the gate output switching.
We construct a detailed power model by synthesizing microbenchmarks that exercise the functional units. Our microbenchmarks cover all of the compute instructions in IR
so that there is a one-to-one mapping between nodes in the
DDDG and functional units in the power model. We synthesize
these microbenchmarks using Synopsys’s Design Compiler
in conjunction with a commercial 40nm standard cell library
to characterize the switching, internal, and leakage power of
each functional unit. This characterization is fully automated
in order to easily migrate to new technologies.
Aladdin’s power modeling library also accounts for cell
selection variances during netlist synthesis. Different pipeline
stages within a datapath contain varying amounts of logic
and, in order to meet timing requirements, different standard
cells and logic implementations of functional units are often
selected at synthesis time. Aladdin approximates the impact
of cell selection by training the model for a variety of timing
constraints and using a first-order model to choose the correct
design. This also accounts for logic flattening that Design
Compiler performs across small collections of functional units.
Area Model. To accurately model area, we construct an
area library similar to the previously described power library
for each DDDG component. This model was obtained using

Aladdin can easily integrate with architectural cache and memory simulators to model their behavior with a particular memory hierarchy. Within the context of memory hierarchy for
accelerators, we discuss three types of memory models with
which Aladdin can integrate.
Ideal Memory guarantees that all memory requests can be
serviced in one cycle, which is only realistic for a system with
small memory size. Aladdin models the ideal memory system
by assuming load and store nodes in the DDDG take one cycle.
Scratchpad Memory is commonly used in acceleratorcentric systems where accelerator designers explicitly manage
memory accesses so that each request has a fixed latency.
However, this approach requires a detailed understanding of
workload memory characteristics. This potentially increases
design time but leads to more efficient implementation. Aladdin can take a parametrized memory latency as an input to
model the latency of load and store operations matching the
characteristics of scratchpad memory.
Cache Hierarchy applies a hardware-managed cache system to capture locality of the accelerated workload. Such a
cache hierarchy relies on the hardware to exploit the locality
of the workload, potentially easing the design of systems with
a large number of accelerators. On the other hand, a cache
introduces variable memory latency. Existing cache simulators can be integrated with Aladdin to evaluate how variable
latency memory accesses affect accelerator behaviors.
In order to integrate with a cache hierarchy, the accelerator
must include certain mechanisms to react to possible cache
misses. Aladdin models several approaches to handle this
variable latency, which resemble pipeline control mechanisms
in general-purpose processors. The simplest policy is local
or global pipeline stalls on miss events. We also consider a
more complex mechanism for non-blocking behavior in which
a new loop iteration is started when a miss occurs, and only
the loop ID is stored for re-execution when the miss resolves.
Memory Power Model. The memory power model is
based on a commercial register file and SRAM memory compiler that accompanies our standard cell library. We have
compared the memory power model to CACTI [54] and found
consistent trends, but we retain the memory compiler model
for consistency with the standard cell library.
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3.5. Limitations
Algorithm choices. Aladdin does not automatically sweep different algorithms. Rather, it provides a framework to quickly
explore various hardware designs of a particular algorithm.
This means designers can use Aladdin to quickly and quantitatively compare the design spaces of multiple algorithms
for the same application to find the most suitable algorithm
choice.
Input Dependent. Like other dynamic analysis frameworks [30, 41], Aladdin only models operations that appear in
the dynamic trace, which means it does not instantiate hardware for code not executed with a specific input. For Aladdin
to completely model the hardware cost of a program, users
must provide inputs that exercise all paths of the code.
Input C code. Aladdin can create a DDDG for any C code.
However, in terms of modeling accelerators, C constructs
that require resources outside the accelerator, such as system
calls and dynamic memory allocation, are not modeled. In
fact, understanding how to handle such events is a research
direction that Aladdin facilitates.
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Figure 7: Unoptimized vs. Tuned Scan.

We begin this section with a detailed description of the traditional RTL design flow and workloads used to validate Aladdin.
Validation results show Aladdin has modest error rates within
0.9% for performance, 4.9% for power, and 6.5% for area.
Aladdin generates the design space more than 100× faster
than the traditional RTL-based flow.

high-quality Verilog, HLS requires significant tuning of the
input C code to expose parallelism and remove false dependences. In contrast, Aladdin produces the power-performance
optimal design points without modifying the input C code.
Figure 7 demonstrates the quantitative difference that code
quality can have on power and performance by comparing
Pareto frontiers of optimized and unoptimized versions for
the Scan benchmark. Both curves were generated by sweeping loop unrolling factors, memory bandwidth, and resource
sharing and applying loop pipelining, similar to the parameters discussed in Section 3. The unoptimized C code hits a
performance wall at around 4000 cycles where neither increasing bandwidth nor loop parallelism yields better performance
but continues to burn more power. The reason is that when
striding over a partitioned array being read from and written
to in the same cycle, though accessing different elements of
the array, the HLS compiler conservatively adds loop-carried
dependences. This in turn increases the iteration interval of
loop pipelining, limiting performance. To overcome HLS’s
conservative assumptions, we partition the array differently
which consequently simplifies the access patterns to resolve
false dependences. Similar tuning was necessary to generate
well-performing designs for each of the SHOC benchmarks,
which are then used to validate Aladdin in Section 4.3.

4.1. Validation Flow

4.2. Applications

Figure 6 outlines the methodology used to validate Aladdin.
The power and area estimates of Aladdin are compared against
synthesized Verilog generated by Design Compiler using commercial 40nm standard cells. Aladdin’s performance model is
validated against ModelSim Verilog simulations. The SAIF activity file generated from ModelSim is fed to Design Compiler
to capture the switching activity at the gate level. To generate
Verilog, we either hand-code RTL or use Xilinx’s Vivado HLS
tool. The RTL design flow is an iterative process and requires
extensive tuning of both RTL and C code.
4.1.1. HLS Tuning We use HLS to generate the accelerator
design space for SHOC benchmarks to demonstrate Aladdin’s
ability to explore a large design space of an accelerator’s datapath, which is infeasible with handwritten RTL. To produce

We implemented a collection of benchmarks, both by hand and
using HLS, to validate Aladdin. HLS enabled the validation
of the Pareto optimal designs for the SHOC benchmarks, overcoming the impracticality of hand coding each design point.
We also validate Aladdin against handwritten RTL for benchmarks ill-suited for HLS. Examples are taken from recently
published accelerator research: NPU [19], Memcached [38],
and HARP [55].
4.2.1. SHOC The SHOC benchmark suite is representative of
many typical accelerator workloads, which includes compute
intensive benchmarks where functional units often dominate
execution time and power, e.g., Stencil, as well as memorybound workloads, e.g., Sort, stressing Aladdin’s modeling
capabilities across multiple dimensions. To ensure valid, well

4. Aladdin Validation
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Figure 8: Performance (top), Power (middle), and Area (bottom) Validation.

performing HLS results, we carefully tuned each implementation as described earlier. By sweeping loop unrolling factors
and resource constraints such as memory bandwidth, a large
design space of accelerator datapaths for each benchmark is
generated.
4.2.2. Single Accelerators In some instances, the expressiveness of C limits the ability for HLS to reasonably match handcoded RTL. Therefore, we hand coded RTL for HARP, NPU,
and Memcached to further demonstrate Aladdin’s modeling capabilities. For Aladdin, we rely on generic C implementations
that describe the behavior of each accelerator.
HARP is a partitioning accelerator for big data [55]. Essentially, given a stream of inputs, it uses a pipeline of comparators to check each input against a splitter value at each
stage and categorize the inputs. HARP is a control-intensive
workload where its activity highly depends on the input values,
which makes it a good candidate to exercise Aladdin’s ability
to model control behavior. Our handwritten Verilog for HARP
properly expresses the pipelined comparisons. Aladdin was
able to match the Verilog implementation through the loop
rolling and pipelining parameters.

NPU is a network of individual neurons connected through
a shared bus, which communicates with each other in a carefully orchestrated, compiler-generated pattern. The design
hinges on an input FIFO to buffer computations. Although
HLS has FIFO support, the ability to finely share data efficiently between compute engines is a shortcoming of most
HLS tools. An individual neuron was implemented in Verilog, and a synthetic input was used to stimulate the neuron.
Aladdin’s memory-to-register transformation successfully captures such FIFO-type structure.
Memcached is a distributed key-value store system, the
central of which is a hash function and CAM lookup. Given
an input key, a hash accelerator computes the value using a
hash algorithm described in [11]. The value is then used to
index four SRAMs whose content is compared against the
input key to determine a hit. If one of the SRAMs returns
a match, it returns that SRAM’s data. On a miss, the value
is sent to a CAM where all possible locations of the key are
checked in parallel and the correct value is returned. This
benchmark serves two purposes—to demonstrate Aladdin’s
ability to model variable bitwidth computations (the hash function) and to model a different customization strategy (CAM).
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Figure 9: Energy Characterization of SHOC.

4.3. Validation
Figure 8 shows that Aladdin accurately models performance,
power, and area compared against RTL implementations
across all of the presented benchmarks with average errors of
0.9%, 4.9%, and 6.5%, respectively. For each SHOC workload, we validated six points on the Pareto frontier, e.g., points
in Figure 7. The SHOC validation results show Aladdin accurately models entire design spaces, while for single accelerator
designs, Aladdin is not subject to HLS shortcomings and can
accurately model different customization strategies.
Pareto Analysis The Pareto optimal designs of the SHOC
benchmarks reveal interesting program characteristics in the
context of hardware accelerators. Bars in Figure 9 correspond
to six designs along each benchmark’s Pareto frontier, which
were also used for validation. In each graph, the leftmost
bar is the most parallel, highest performing design while the
rightmost bar is the most serial and lowest performing design.
For each design, we calculate energy using power and performance estimates from Aladdin. Aladdin’s detailed power
model enables energy breakdowns for adders, multipliers, and
registers. The six bars of each benchmark are normalized to
the leftmost bar to facilitate comparisons.
Each of the three benchmarks in Figure 9 exhibits different energy trends across the Pareto frontier. Triad, shown in
Figure 9a, demonstrates good energy proportionality, meaning
more parallel hardware leads to better performance with a
proportional power cost. In contrast, Sort has a strong sequential component such that energy increases for more parallel
Programming Effort
RTL Generation
RTL Simulation Time
RTL Synthesis Time
Time to Solution
per Design
Time to Solution
(36 Designs)

Hand-Coded RTL
High
Designer Dependent
5 mins
45 mins

HLS
Medium
37 mins

Aladdin
N/A

87 mins

1 min

52 hours

7 mins

Table 3: Algorithm-to-Solution Time per Design.

designs without improving performance. Finally, while the
multiplier energy for Stencil shows similar energy proportionality to Triad, the adders and registers required for loop
control are amortized with more parallelism. Non-intuitively,
this leads to better energy efficiency for these faster designs.
4.4. Algorithm-to-Solution Time
Aladdin enables rapid design space exploration of accelerator
designs. Table 3 quantifies the differences in algorithm-tosolution time to explore a design space of the FFT benchmark
with 36 points. Compared to traditional RTL flows, Aladdin
skips the time-consuming RTL generation, synthesis, and simulation process. On average, it takes 87 mins to generate a
single design using the RTL flow but only 1 min for Aladdin,
including both of Aladdin’s optimization phase (50 seconds)
and realization phase (12 seconds). However, because Aladdin
only needs to perform the optimization phase once for each algorithm, this optimization time can be amortized across large
design spaces. Consequently, it only takes 7 mins to enumerate the full design space with Aladdin compared to 52 hours
with the RTL flow. The HLS RTL generation time per design
is comparable to that reported by other researchers [39].

5. Case Study: GEMM Design Space
We now present a case study that demonstrates how Aladdin
enables architecture research and why it is invaluable to future
heterogeneous SoC designs. We focus our analysis on GEMM
as it has complex memory behavior and consider a problem
size of 196 KB. In this case study, we present:
1. Execution Time Decomposition: Understand design tradeoffs of an accelerator’s execution time with respect to compute time and memory time.
2. Accelerator Design Space: Characterize the design space
of GEMM accelerators, including memory hierarchy, to understand how different parameters affect the design space.
3. Heterogeneous SoC: Demonstrate the impact of resource
contention in an SoC-like system of a single accelerator, resulting in different optimal designs that would be unknown
without system-level analysis.
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5.1. Execution Time Decomposition
So far, Aladdin has been evaluated as a standalone accelerator
simulator with an ideal memory hierarchy (one cycle memory access latency). However, it is not always possible to
retrieve data in one cycle in real designs with large problem
sizes. The efficiency of accelerators highly depends on the
memory system. To quantify the impact of a memory system
on accelerators, we integrate Aladdin with a standard cache
simulator and the DRAMSim2 memory simulator [46].
We divide the accelerator’s execution time into compute
time and memory time. Compute time is defined as the execution time of an accelerator when there is only one cycle
memory latency. Memory time is defined as cycles lost to a
non-ideal memory, which includes both memory bandwidth
and memory latency constraints.
In order to decompose the accelerator’s execution time,
we run simulations with both an ideal memory and a realistic
memory hierarchy including L1, L2, and DRAM. The compute
time is the execution time with ideal memory; the delta of
execution times between the two simulations is the memory
time to get data into accelerators [9].
Table 4 lists all of the parameters in the design space. In
this section, we focus on the bandwidth and size of L1. Figure 10 shows the execution time and power breakdown of the
Type
Core
L1

L2

Parameters
Blocking Factor
L1 Bandwidth (Bytes/Cycle)
L1 Size (KB)
MSHR Entries
L2 Bandwidth (Bytes/Cycle)
L2 Size (KB)
L2 Assoc

Values
[16, 32]
[4::2::128]
[4::2::32]
[4::2::64]
[4::2::128]
[64::2::256]
16

Table 4: Single Accelerator Design Space, where i::j::k denotes a set of values from i to k by a stepping factor of j.

GEMM benchmark when sweeping L1 size and bandwidth.
On the left of Figure 10, we observe that memory time takes
a significant portion of the execution time, especially as L1
bandwidth increases. With the same L1 bandwidth, execution
time decreases as the L1 size increases from 8 KB to 16 KB;
this phenomenon occurs because 8 KB is not large enough to
hold the blocked data size (a 32×32 matrix).
The plot on the right shows the power breakdown of the accelerator datapath, L1, and L2. The accelerator datapath power
increases with L1 bandwidth, because higher bandwidth enables more-parallel implementations. As L1 size increases, its
power also increases as accesses become more expensive. At
the same time, L2 power decreases because more accesses are
coalesced by the L1, lowering the L2 cache’s activity. In fact,
cache power consumes more than half of the total power, even
for more parallel designs where datapath power is significant.
Therefore, design efforts focusing on the accelerator datapath
alone do not alleviate memory power, which dominates the
overall power cost.
5.2. Accelerator Design Space
Section 5.1 explored a subset of the design space for accelerators and memory systems. Here, we use Aladdin to explore
the comprehensive design space with parameters in Table 4.
Figure 11 plots the power and execution time of the GEMM
accelerator designs resulting from the exhaustive sweep. The
design space contains several overlapping clusters of similar designs. The arrows in Figure 11 identify correlations in
power/performance trends with respect to each parameter. For
example, GEMM experiences substantial performance benefits from a larger L1 cache, but with a significant power penalty.
In contrast, increasing L2 size only modestly increases both
power and performance.
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Figure 12: Design Space of GEMM without and with contention in L2 cache.

5.3. Resource-Sharing Effects in Heterogeneous SoC
In a heterogeneous system, shared resources, such as a lastlevel cache, can be accessed by both general-purpose cores
and accelerators. We consider the case of a heterogeneous
system consisting of a shared 256 KB L2 cache, one generalpurpose core, and a GEMM accelerator with a private 16 KB
L1 cache. From an accelerator designer’s perspective, an important algorithmic parameter is the blocking factor of GEMM;
a larger blocking factor exposes more algorithmic parallelism,
however, achieving good locality requires a larger cache.
Figure 12(left) shows the accelerator design space without
memory contention from the general purpose core. We modulate the algorithmic blocking factor and find that a blocking
factor of 16 is always better than 32 with respect to both power
and performance. This occurs because a 16 KB L1 cache is
large enough to capture the locality of the blocking factor 16
but not 32. Therefore, it is preferable to build the accelerator
with blocking factor 16 when there is no contention for shared
resources.
To model resource contention between the general-purpose
core and the accelerator, we use Pin [42] to profile an x86
memory trace and then use the trace to issue requests that
pollute the memory hierarchy while simultaneously running
the accelerator. The design space for the accelerator under
contention is shown in Figure 12(right). We see that performance degrades for both blocking factors of 16 and 32 due to
pollution in the L2 cache; however, blocking factor 32 suffers
much less than blocking factor 16. When there is contention,
capacity misses increase for the shared L2 cache, which incurs
large main memory latency penalties. With a larger blocking
factor, the accelerator requires fewer references to the matrices
in total and, thus, fewer data requests from the L2 cache. Consequently, the effects of resource contention suggest building
an accelerator with a larger blocking factor, where the accelerator performance can achieve around 0.5 million cycles. On the
other hand, without considering the contention, designers may

pick a design with blocking factor 16, the highest performance
of which is 1.5 million cycles in the contention scenario. Such
design choice leads to a 3× performance degradation. Aladdin
can easily evaluate these types of system-wide accelerator design trade-offs, a task that is not tractable with other current
accelerator design tools.

6. Conclusion
We have presented Aladdin, a pre-RTL, power-performance
accelerator simulator offering architects the ability to quickly
and accurately model accelerators without generating RTL.
Validation of Aladdin with respect to designs generated by
handwritten RTL and a commercial HLS flow confirmed high
accuracy with average power, performance, and area errors
within 0.9%, 4.9%, and 6.5%, respectively. Furthermore, Aladdin runs more than 100× faster than traditional RTL design
flows. Aladdin’s speed and accuracy open up opportunities
for large design space exploration of customized architectures. Our case study shows that Aladdin can highlight how
system-level parameters affect accelerator design trade-offs
when integrated with a standard cache and DRAM simulator.
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